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Mr. Soda is an innovative idea of vinayak enterprise. food and

beverage in India is a growing industry, with such a huge population

the demand for a new, improved and cost effective product is

always growing.
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About Us

Mr.Soda is an innovative business idea of " VINAYAK ENTERPRISES". Food and beverage in India

is a growing industry.With such a huge population the demand for a New, Improved and Cost

Effective product is always growing.Mr Soda is a product that meets this demand. Mr.Soda is a soft

drink/juice vending machine which is very easy to operate and maintain. Operating the machine is so

easy that any person can do it without problems. Just a single person can handle a big crowd with

ease as the dispensing time per glass is only 5-6 seconds.That is why it is so popular in crowded

location because it satisfies every customer by dispensing their favorite juice in NO WAITING TIME.

Our machines are solid made and lasts lifelong. We have a large team of trained technicians to

service the machine. The company offers more than 100 flavors to choose from and supplies them to

you as and when you require them. In short Mr.Soda is a simple business idea where everything that

is needed to run the business is provided by the company. All you have to do is run the outlet and

Reap the Benefits of High Financial Returns. The company guarantees 100% return on investment

within the first year of investment.

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 2011

Nature of Business : Manufacturer

Total Number of Employees : Upto 10 People



CONTACT US

Vinayak Enterprises
Contact Person: Aashish Shah

No. 1, R. R Subhiksha, Amman Colony, Edyarpalayam Road, Vadavalli 
Coimbatore - 641041, Tamil Nadu, India
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